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The study of Λ polarization in Semi-Inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering (SIDIS) with a trans-
versely polarized target has often been suggested as a privileged way to access transversity, as the
initial quark polarization can be transmitted to the hyperon and then observed via its weak decay.
COMPASS measured the Λ transversity-induced polarization as a function of Bjorken x, of the
fraction z of the longitudinal momentum of the fragmenting quark carried by the Λ and of the
Λ transverse momentum PT . The results are compatible with zero in all regions of phase space.
Under the hypothesis that transversity is a valence object, the previous knowledge of the transver-
sity function allows to get information on the ratio of polarized and unpolarized z−integrated Λ
fragmentation functions. On the other hand, if the Λ polarization is entirely due to the s quark,
or if a quark-diquark model is applied, information can be obtained on the s quark transversity
function.
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Transversity and Λ polarization at COMPASS
1. Introduction
The transverse polarization of neutralΛ hyperons produced in SIDIS off transversely polarized
nucleons was often indicated in the past as a promising channel to access transversity [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
If transversity is different from zero, the polarization of the fragmenting quark can in principle be
transmitted to the final state hadron. Among all hadrons, Λ hyperons are the most suited to po-
larimetry studies due to their self-analyzing weak decay, that allows to reconstruct the polarization
PΛ through an angular asymmetry of the decay products:
dN
d cosθ
∝ 1+αPΛ cosθ (1.1)
where α = 0.642±0.013 is the weak decay constant and θ is the proton emission angle with respect
to the quantization axis, as calculated in the Λ rest frame [6]. For Λ¯s, the same relation holds for
the antiproton, but with opposite sign of α . In the current fragmentation region, at leading twist
and in collinear approximation, the measured polarization for direct production PexpΛ with respect
to the outgoing quark spin can be written as [2, 7, 8]:
PexpΛ (x,z) = f ptDNN
∑q(q¯) e2qh
q
1(x)H
Λ/q
1 (z)
∑q(q¯) e2q f
q
1 (x)D
Λ/q
1 (z)
(1.2)
where f is the dilution factor, pt the target polarization and DNN =
2(1−y)
1+(1−y)2 is the QED depolariza-
tion factor, being y the fractional energy of the virtual photon. If the intrinsic transverse momentum
kT of the initial quark is taken into account, the expression for PΛ involves more terms [9].
Studies on Λ transversity-induced polarization have been performed in COMPASS using data
collected in 2002-2004 with a transversely polarized deuteron target. However, due to limitations
in statistics and spectrometer acceptance, and to the lack of particle identification for large part
of the data set, the results of that analysis [10] are not considered now. The analysis presented
here supersedes a previous study based on 2007 data only [11]. It has been performed using the
COMPASS data collected both in 2007 and 2010 with a 160 GeV/c longitudinally polarized muon
beam from the CERN SPS and a transversely polarized NH3 target with proton polarization 〈pt〉 ≈
0.8 and dilution factor 〈 f 〉 ≈ 0.15.
2. Results
2.1 Data selection
DIS events have been selected asking for the photon virtuality Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2, Bjorken vari-
able x> 0.003, 0.1< y< 0.9 and final state hadronic massW > 5 GeV/c2. The reconstruction ofΛs
and Λ¯s relied on the identification of secondary vertices V 0 with two outgoing oppositely charged
tracks (Λ→ ppi−, Λ¯→ p¯pi+; branching ratio BR= 63.9%), well separated from the primary vertex,
which includes the incoming and outgoing muons. The long lifetime (τ = 2.632±0.020 ·10−10 s)
ensures a good separation between primary and secondary vertices. Momenta higher than 1 GeV/c
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have been required for the outgoing particles to ensure a good quality of the reconstructed tracks.
Also, a limit has been set on the angle θcoll between the reconstructed line of flight ~pV 0 and the
vector linking primary and secondary vertex~v:
θcoll = arccos
(
~pV 0 ·~v
|~pV 0 ||~v|
)
< 7 mrad. (2.1)
To suppress the contribution to theV 0 sample coming from photon conversion into e+e− pairs,
the transverse momentum pT of each decay particle with respect to the V 0 line of flight had to be
larger than 23 MeV/c. The RICH information has been used to reject all Λ (Λ¯) candidates with an
identified e+, pi+ or K+ (respectively e−, pi− and K−). This vetoing allowed to maximize the Λ
(Λ¯) sample while keeping the signal-over-background ratio relatively low.
The Armenteros plot [12, 13] for candidates surviving all the selection steps (except for the
mass cut) is shown in Figure 1. The K0s contribution, still visible as the large, symmetric arc
centered at zero, is further reduced with a cut on the invariant mass of the pair. A selection of the left
and right part of the Armenteros plot (Figure 2), based on the sign of the longitudinal momentum
asymmetry p
+
L−p−L
p+L +p
−
L
, allows to separate Λ¯s (on the left) from Λs (on the right). The quantities p+L
and p−L indicate the longitudinal momentum with respect to the V
0 line of flight of the positive and
negative decay particle respectively. In Figure 2 theΛ and Λ¯ invariant mass spectra, before the mass
cut, are given together with the corresponding section of the Armenteros plot. Depending on the
kinematic bin, the signal-over-background ratio ranges from 5.7 to 54.9. The invariant mass spectra
have been fitted with a superposition of a gaussian function and a constant term. Background has
been evaluated with the sideband method considering two equally wide intervals on the left and on
the right of the mass peak. Candidates have been selected within a ±3σ range, where σ = 2.45
MeV/c2. The total statistics after background subtraction is given in Table 1.
A significant fraction of Λ particles originates from the decay of heavier hyperons. It has been
estimated with LEPTO [14] that in the COMPASS regime 63% of the produced Λs and 68% of
Λ¯s originate from direct string fragmentation. In this analysis candidates coming from indirect
production contribute to the measured polarization, but no attempt has been made to estimate their
contribution to the systematic error.
Figure 1: Armenteros plot after all but mass cut.
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Figure 2: Armenteros plot after all but mass cut for positive and negative longitudinal momentum asymme-
try, together with the corresponding invariant masses. Filled areas indicate candidates inside the 3σ cuts.
year Λ Λ¯
2007 95 125 ± 315 44 911 ± 227
2010 201 421 ± 466 99 552 ± 336
total 296 546 ± 562 144 463 ± 405
Table 1: Partial and total statistics for Λ and Λ¯ candidates after background subtraction.
2.2 Extraction of Λ (Λ¯) polarization
The data have been collected by using simultaneously three target cells with the first and the
last cells (each half of the length of the central cell) oppositely polarized with respect to the central
one. By suitably combining the data, instrumental asymmetries could be limited to negligible
values. The principle of the measurement and the data analysis are already described in several
publications [15, 16] and will not be repeated here.
We measured the Λ polarization along the spin of the fragmenting quark, the determination of
the quantization axis being done on a event-by-event basis. The initial quark spin, assumed to be
aligned to the nucleon spin, is vertical in the laboratory frame. Its transverse part has azimuthal
angle in the gamma-nucleon system φS and zero polar angle. The spin of the quark after the
3
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interaction with the virtual photon is reflected with respect to the normal to the scattering plane
[8]: φ ′S = φS+pi . For direct production, the azimuthal angle of the spin of the final state hyperon is
assumed aligned with φ ′S. The number of Λs emitting a proton in a given cosθ range as measured
in the Λ rest frame, from a given target cell with a given direction of the target polarization can be
expressed as:
N
(′)
i =Φ
(′)
i ρ
(′)
i σ¯ (1 +(−)αP
exp
Λ cosθ) A
(′)
i (cosθ) (2.2)
with i = 1,2 indicating either the central or the outer cells respectively, Φ(′)i the muon flux, ρ
(′)
i
the number of nucleons per cm2 in the target, σ¯ the cross section for the production of Λs and
A(′)i (cosθ) the acceptance term, which includes both geometrical acceptance and spectrometer ef-
ficiency. Primed quantities refer to subperiods taken after polarization reversal. After background
subtraction, the four quantitiesN of Equation 2.2 are combined into a single quantity, the double
ratio ε = N1N
′
2
N ′1N2
. The flux cancels in the double ratio; acceptances also cancel, under the hypothesis
that the ratio of acceptances between the different target cells remains constant, for small variations
of the apparatus performances (the so-called "reasonable assumption" [17]). As a result, for small
values of αPΛ, we can write:
ε =
N1N ′2
N ′1N2
≈ 1+4αPexpΛ cosθ . (2.3)
For each kinematic bin in x, z and PT the data sample was divided into eight cosθ bins and
PexpΛ extracted with a linear fit of the quantities ε j, with j = 1, . . . ,8. The Λ and Λ¯ polarizations
have been measured in the following cases:
– all candidates considered;
– high z region: z> 0.2 and xF > 0, where xF is the Feynman scaling variable;
– low z region: z< 0.2 or xF < 0;
– high x region: x> 0.032, where transversity for u and d quarks is known to be different from
zero;
– low x region: x< 0.032;
– high PT region: PT > 0.5 GeV/c;
– low PT region: PT < 0.5 GeV/c.
Polarizations have been found compatible with zero within the experimental errors in all re-
gions. Polarizations for the "all candidates" case are given, divided by f pTDNN , in Figure 3.
Polarization as function of x is presented for the high-z region in Figure 4.
Systematic errors are both multiplicative and additive. In the former category, the main con-
tribution comes from the uncertainty on the dilution factor f ; the uncertainty on mean values of
the target polarization, almost negligible for 2010 data only, is on average (2007+2010) smaller
than 1%, while the relative uncertainty on the weak decay constant α is 2%. The uncertainty
on the depolarization factor DNN is negligible. Several tests have been performed to estimate the
additive contribution to systematic errors, namely period compatibility, K0s polarization and false
polarization. The overall systematic error is estimated to be 80% of the statistical one.
4
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Figure 3: Polarizations for the "all candidates" case. Uncertainties are statistical only.
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Figure 4: Polarizations for the "high z" case. Uncertainties are statistical only.
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3. Interpretation
The transversity-induced polarization of Λ hyperons in the current fragmentation region can
be written as:
PΛ(x,z) =
∑q(q¯) e2qh
q(q¯)
1 (x)H
Λ/q(q¯)
1 (z)
∑q(q¯) e2q f
q(q¯)
1 (x)D
Λ/q(q¯)
1 (z)
. (3.1)
Values of hu1 and h
d
1 , as extracted by a global analysis of SIDIS and e
+e− data, are sizably
different from zero in the valence region, while for u¯ and d¯ they are compatible with zero [18]. As-
suming that the contribution to PΛ from the s¯ quark is also negligible, the numerator of Equation 3.1
gets simplified in this way:
∑
q(q¯)
e2qh
q(q¯)
1 (x)H
Λ/q(q¯)
1 (z)≈ ∑
q=uds
e2qh
q
1(x)H
Λ/q
1 (z). (3.2)
Neglecting the antiquarks contributions to the unpolarized Λ fragmentation process, the de-
nominator of Equation 3.1 can be rewritten as:
∑
q(q¯)
e2q f
q(q¯)
1 (x)D
Λ/q(q¯)
1 (z)≈ ∑
q=uds
e2q f
q
1 (x)D
Λ/q
1 (z). (3.3)
Isospin symmetry fixes DΛ/d1 = D
Λ/u
1 and H
Λ/d
1 = H
Λ/u
1 . As for the s fragmentation functions,
a naive approach suggests DΛ/s1 = c1D
Λ/u
1 , being c1 a constant. The quantity 1/c1 is often referred
to as strangeness suppression factor; in [19] its value, obtained from a fit of experimental data for
production of baryon in e+e−, is λΛ = 1/c1 ≈ 0.44. With these simplifications, Equation 3.1 turns
into:
PΛ(x,z) =
[
4hu1(x)+h
d
1(x)
]
HΛ/u1 (z)+h
s
1(x)H
Λ/s
1 (z)[
4 f u1 (x)+ f
d
1 (x)+ c1 f
s
1(x)
]
DΛ/u1 (z)
. (3.4)
Several scenarios have been suggested to interpret Λ polarization (see e.g. [20]). Here we
choose three different options:
– transversity is a valence object;
– polarization is entirely carried by the s quark;
– quark-diquark model holds.
We referred to the CTEQ5D library [21] for the unpolarized parton distribution functions and
to previous extractions of transversity for u and d quarks [18], properly fitted and extrapolated to
the x and Q2 values of interest for this analysis. The statistical uncertainty at the maximum of hu1
and hd1 amounts to less than 5%; for a detailed study see [22].
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- case 1: Transversity is a valence object
If transversity is a valence object, then hs1 ≈ 0 and the measurement of PΛ(x) allows to extract the
ratioR of the z−integrated fragmentation function HΛ/u1 /DΛ/u1 :
R(x) =
∫
dzHΛ/u1 (z)∫
dzDΛ/u1 (z)
=
4 f u1 (x)+ f
d
1 (x)+ c1 f
s
1(x)
4hu1(x)+h
d
1(x)
PΛ(x). (3.5)
In the following Table 2 the mean value ofR is given for three values of c1. The results, which
show a weak dependence on c1, are all negative and compatible with zero.
c1 〈R〉±σ〈R〉
2 -0.39 ± 0.73
3 -0.38 ± 0.75
4 -0.37 ± 0.76
Table 2: Mean value 〈R〉 for three choices of c1. Uncertainties are statistical only.
- case 2: Polarization carried by s quark only
If the transversity-induced polarization PΛ is entirely due to the s quark, as from the SU(3) non
relativistic quark model, HΛ/u1 can be neglected in favour of a H
Λ/s
1 contribution almost the same
size of DΛ/s1 , giving:
PΛ(x,z) =
hs1(x)H
Λ/s
1 (z)[
4 f u1 (x)+ f
d
1 (x)+ c1 f
s
1(x)
] 1
c1
DΛ/s1 (z)
≈ c1h
s
1(x)
4 f u1 (x)+ f
d
1 (x)+ c1 f
s
1(x)
.
(3.6)
With a simple rearrangement of the terms, the transversity of the s quark can be extracted. In
Figure 5 the quantity xhs1(x) is given for various c1’s and compared to the fitted xh
u
1(x) distribution.
x
2−10 1−10 1
(x)s 1
xh
0.4−
0.2−
0
0.2
0.4
=21c
=31c
=41c (x)u1xh
Figure 5: Extracted values of xhs1(x) for the three options c1 = 2,3,4. The u quark transversity curve is
drawn for comparison. Uncertainties are statistical only.
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- case 3: Quark-diquark model
Within the framework of the Yang quark-diquark model [23, 24], the quark-to-Λ unpolarized frag-
mentation function are written using aqD(z) terms, where D can be either a "scalar" (S) or a "vector"
(V ) according to the spin configuration of the emitted anti-diquark. Analogously, transversely po-
larized fragmentation functions are modeled via aˆqD(z) terms. Both a
q
D(z) and aˆ
q
D(z) terms enter into
the definition of the calculable flavour structure functions F(u/s) and the spin structure functions Wˆ .
In this model the Λ polarization can be written as:
PΛ(x,z) =
(
4hu1(x)+h
d
1(x)
) · 14 [Wˆ (u)S (z)F(u/s)S (z)−Wˆ (u)V (z)F(u/s)M (z)]+hs1(x)Wˆ (s)S (z)(
4 f u1 (x)+ f
d
1 (x)
) · 14 [F(u/s)S (z)+3F(u/s)M (z)]+ f s1(x) (3.7)
Here, F(u/s)S (z) = a
(u)
S (z)/a
(s)
S (z), F
(u/s)
M (z) = a
(u)
V (z)/a
(s)
S (z) and Wˆ
q
D(z) = aˆ
(q)
D (z)/a
(q)
D (z). Informa-
tion on hs1(x) has been obtained by integrating over z the previous expression in each x bin. The
values of xhs1(x), as predicted by the Yang model and based on the measured Λ polarization, are
shown in Figure 6. An average value has been taken for the scalar and vector diquarks containing
or not a strange quark.
x
2−10 1−10 1
(x)s 1
xh
1−
0.5−
0
0.5
1
Yang model
(x)u1xh
Figure 6: Extracted values of xhs1(x) according to Yang’s quark-diquark model. The u quark transversity
curve is drawn for comparison. Uncertainties are statistical only.
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4. Summary
The transversity-induced polarization has been measured in COMPASS for Λ and Λ¯ hyperons
using a transversely polarized proton target and a 160 GeV/c muon beam and found compatible
with zero in various kinematic regions. All the COMPASS data, namely all the existing data in
the world suitable for this measurement, have been used. Still, the statistical uncertainty on the
measured polarization is rather large and it is not possible to draw definite conclusions. Under
the hypothesis that transversity is a valence object, the data have been used to investigate the ratio
of the z−integrated polarized and unpolarized fragmentation function. If instead a non relativistic
SU(3) quark model or a quark-diquark model are considered, some information can be derived on
the transversity distribution for the s quark.
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